9:30 – 10:00  Registration with tea & coffee

10:00   Opening remarks

10:10 – 11:10  SESSION I (Chair: Anna Wilmore)

- **Jiani Sun** (Oriel College, Oxford): “Dear Friend, from My Life I Write to You in Your Life”: Hellenistic Jewish Sages’ Commentary on the Life of Solomon
- **Joshua Gregory Caminiti** (Oxford): The association of Punic and Hebrew in North African exegesis and ecclesial identity
- **Jiachun Xu** (University of Amsterdam): Scriptural Constraints and Philosophical Solutions: Different Understandings of Time in Augustine’s Commentaries on Genesis

11:10 – 11:40  Tea & coffee

11:40 – 12:40  SESSION II (Chair: Rebecca Menmuir)

- **Rebekah Van Sant-Clark** (Oriel College, Oxford): Weaving Displacement into the Past in the book(s) of Esther
- **Anna Wilmore** (Oxford): “Que ceste loy ne s’entendoit pas d’elle”: Marian lyric as commentary on Esther
- **Eugenia Vorobeva** (Jesus College, Oxford): Intertextuality and Suffering in Andreas saga postola I

12:40 – 13:45  Sandwich lunch (available in the catering area)

13:45 - 14:45  KEYNOTE

- **Michael Kuczynski** (Tulane): Editing Vernacular Commentary Texts: Special Considerations

14:45 – 15:15  Tea & coffee
15:15 – 16:15  SESSION III (Chair: Audrey Southgate)

Rebecca Menmuir (Queen Mary, University of London) and Simon Whedbee (Loyola University New Orleans): Glossing Book 3 of the Pseudo-Ovidian De vetula

Andrew Kraebel (Trinity University): Richard Rolle’s Glosses on the Lessons of the Dead: Exegesis and Devotion

Alexandra Barnes (Linacre College, Oxford): Authority in the Margins: The Glossed Catechetical Tracts of MS Bodley 938 and Wycliffite Exegetical Thought

16:15 – 16:25  Break

16:25 – 17:25  SESSION IV (Chair: Cosima Gillhammer)

Eduardo Correia (King’s College, London): ‘þis soft ȝokke that wel wold haue susteynyd hym’: Reading Eleanor Hull’s Commentary on the Penitential Psalms through St Thomas Aquinas’s Treatise on Human Nature

Hannah Schühle-Lewis (University of Kent): ‘Into the cumpeny of feythful men’: Galatians, Authority and The Middle English Declaracion on the Bible

Iosif Camara and Marina Vraciu (Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iași): Translation as Commentary: The Case of the oldest Romanian Psalters

17:30 – 18:30  Wine reception
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